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About BPV

BP Ventures helps financial institutions to cut costs,
improve security, simplify procedures, and increase
revenue by integrating blockchain technologies. In
particular, we have extensive experience working
with the Stellar ecosystem.

Helping companies issue and trade
tokenized assets on decentralized
networks

Digital asset custodial software

Securely managing in-house digital
asset reserves

We specialize in 

Connecting and integrating
instutitions into the Stellar blockchain  

Anchor in a Box
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Anchor in a Box

Complies with EU and US regulations
Supports Basic or Full KYC including
live video with the Passbase provider
for less than $2 per check

Security & Compliance

Connect Stellar to your payment rails
with automated integrations, and
support for all relevant Stellar SEP
standards
Supports Stellar SEP 10 Authentication
for wallets and SEP 1 support

Stellar  Ecosystem 

We help build unique product
configurations, perform SFTP of
CSVs, Webhooks and API
integrations

Flexible fee charging on in and
outbound transactions. Flat fee plus a
percentage optimizes your earning
potential
Admin panel allows users to adjust
rates and settings

Flexible Fees

End to End Delivery

Customers can use any Stellar
wallet via SEP 24 such as Solar,
Lobstr, Beans, StellarX
Direct function available for wallets
not supported, where users can visit
a website and follow the same
procedure

Fast On-Boarding 

Secure and simple integration with
core banking solutions 
Get started quickly with manual
processing of bank wires with a
bank interface and tracking of
external bank references for
reconciliation

 Banking Integrations
 

Transaction Management
 

Offers transaction cancellation
and notes of transaction history 
Customers stay notified with
emails of transaction receipts 
Admins are notified with emails
for received payments

Admin Transaction Tools 
 

Provides SFTP of transaction
data scheduling for sending
transaction data to the backend
system
Export CSV files of transaction
history and customer data
Monitors and notifies backend
errors through Sentry.io
Callback system (hooks) contains
all transaction information.
Retry transactions on Stellar
Blockchain

BP Anchor in a Box allows asset issuers to seamlessly
integrate a wallet into the Stellar ecosystem. Customers
can send funds to any backend system with simplicity,
speed and top industry-grade security.


